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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2024 Keystone RV Avalanche 378BH, Keystone Avalanche fifth wheel 378BH
highlights: Full and Half Bath Bunkhouse Suite Loft Dual Entry Outdoor Kitchen
Kitchen Island You won't believe how many extravagant details have been
included in this Avalanche fifth wheel! Traveling with guests or extended family
will be easy to do with the separate bunkhouse suite and master suite. Since the
master suite has its own master closet and entrance into the full bathroom, and
the bunkhouse contains its very own half bathroom, everyone will have their own
private space to get ready each morning. On top of that, you will also be able to
choose where you want to prepare and cook each day's meals with both a
spacious indoor kitchen with full amenities, plus an outdoor kitchen. There is even
an outdoor entertainment center with TV. You can also add an option or two such
as a washer/dryer and/or a residential refrigerator. And there is so much more to
love about this fifth wheel! With any Keystone luxury full-profile Avalanche fifth
wheel, you will experience wide-body construction that allows you to stretch out
and stay awhile during any season thanks to the Polar Pack All Season Protection
that includes a heated and enclosed underbelly, an Astro foil reflective layer on
the roof, front and rear walls, and two static attic vents, plus more! The interior
offers hardwood slide out fascia with wood accents, crown molding, plus your
choice of modern interior design. There are many more Keystone exclusives, like
the Tru-Fit slide construction, the in-floor heating ducts, the 4G LTE and Wi-Fi
prep, and much more to bring you a full-packed, luxury fifth wheel!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 90022
VIN Number: 4YDFAVT20RE760069
Condition: New
Length: 40
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 4

Item address , Mocksville, North Carolina, United States
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